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CHIEF DIGITAL OFFICER (CDO)

"I LEAD DIGITAL FRONTLINE DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES"

• The CDO drives the organisation’s digital agenda(s) planning.

• The key outcome is a digital transformation plan that helps the organisation to commit and 
execute digitalisation initiatives jointly.

• Runs the digital innovations track and leads the ‘digital office’, ‘digital hub’ or ‘digital garage’ 
function that has been set up to help businesses innovate and test new digital solutions.

• In most cases, the CDO has an investment fund to accelerate the innovation process and to 
increase focus from the current business towards future business opportunities and 
transformation needs.

• Ensures that each digital agenda topic has a business owner responsible for value creation.

• Follows up on the business value related to the digital agenda topics.

Available according to the open framework license agreement

OWNERSHIP OF A CAPABILITY 

• #2.5 Innovations and Concepts

CONTRIBUTE TO A CAPABILITY 
• #2.1 Strategic Planning
• #2.4 Ecosystem Development
• #2.6 Development Portfolio
• #3.1 Commercial and Property Rights
• #4.1 Requirements and Feasibility
• #4.5 Business Value Realisation
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BUSINESS OWNER

” I STEER DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENT BUSINESS BENEFITS”

• The Business Owner steers the development and has the mandate to execute the required 
business changes to achieve the business benefits.

• The Business Owner has E2E accountability for the business case and the created value.

• The Business Owner focuses on the following three things:
• Feasibility and prioritisation to ensure that business needs are planned and scoped 

correctly
• Commitment and steering to ensure that development has the required resources and 

decisions to deliver the outcomes
• Deployment and execution of business changes to ensure the business value realisation

• The key outcome is a well-managed development flow that meets the business needs and 
delivers the planned results to achieve the expected business benefits.

Available according to the open framework license agreement

OWNERSHIP OF A CAPABILITY
• #5.2 Prioritisation, Commitment and Backlog
• #5.5 Business Value Realisation

CONTRIBUTE TO A CAPABILITY
• #5.1 Requirements and Feasibility
• #5.3 Design, Development and Validation
• #5.4 Deployment and Training
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BUSINESS EXCELLENCE IDENTITY

ACHIEVING COMPETITIVE EDGE WITH TECHNOLOGY

10.11.2021 Confidential non-public prerelease
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KEY COMPETENCIES
• Business knowledge
• Conceptual thinking
• Planning development steps
• Workshop facilitation skills
• Enterprise architecture understanding

PASSION
• Develop business with information technology
• Challenge the status quo with innovative thinking

KEY EFFECT
• Turn business needs into well-defined technology requirements
• Managing the business and people side of the development

KEY MEASURES
• Business value of information technology and data
• Business value of development initiatives

Identities, Roles and 
Responsibilities Model

Business Excellence

This identity focuses on how to achieve a 
competitive edge with technology. They design 
the business with technology in mind. They have 
the capabilities to turn business needs into well-
defined technology requirements and challenge 
the status quo with innovative thinking.

Business and Process Development

This identity focuses on building business 
capabilities. Their passion is managing 
forward-looking business transformation 
programs. 

Product and Service Development

The roles in this identity are digitally savvy. 
They focus on enabling digital transformation. 
They carry out numerous fast-paced develop-
ment projects. They have the capability for 
factory-type development. 

Service Excellence

The roles in this identity are passionate about
managing the complexity of cutting-edge 
technology. They have an end-to-end 
responsibility and reliability of services. 

Smart Governance

The roles in this identity are passionate about 
creating a structure to ensure things proceed as 
planned. They develop and ensure disciplines  
function well. 

The Business Technology Standard roles and 
responsibilities define over 70 standardised roles with the 
related accountability and contribution on capabilities. 

The roles are split in five career identities each 
defining passion, mission and key measurements.

Five Identities in Business Technology Standard

Business Technology Officers lead the business technology organisation orchestrators each having their unique 
BTxO or xxO acronyms, such as Business Technology Governance Officer (BTGO) or Business Information Offi-
cer (BIO).

The owner’s role owns a business-related matter such as business, process, capability, product, function, or ser-
vice. The role has an end-to-end mandate and is responsible for the business value. It defines the business need 
and ensures its development from the initial state into business benefits realisation. The roles with an “owner” 
definition are service owner, business owner or product owner.

Each role has a one-page description defining: 
• the business reason for the role
• responsibility within the Business Technology Standard capabilities
• mapping to the most important SFIA skills

The SFIA  framework is copyrighted by SFIA Foundation and requires license when taken 
into use in an organisation. For more information on licensing, please read 
https://sfia-online.org/en/licensing-sfia 

An example of mapped SFIA skills in role cards: 

The roles are combined in such a way that there is capability to carry out the end-to-end tasks within the scope 
of the assignment given. This means the groups may be composed homogeneously, with roles from a single iden-
tity, or heterogeneously, consisting of roles from many identities.

The role identity map can be used to identify the capabilities needed for different businesses. Here is an 
example of a common way to do so.

Identity is the reason to be passionate about your work. 

BT Standard includes the professional identities for each of its five groups and 
characterises them into identity cards. 

Role Cards

BIO /
SERVICE 
OWNER

BUSINESS 
EXCELLENCE

BTMO

ENTERPRISE 
ARCHITECT

BUSINESS 
CAPABILITY 

OWNER

PRODUCT 
OWNER / 

BUSINESS 
ANALYST

INNOVATION 
LEAD / 

EXPERT

BTDO /
DATA LEAD

/ EXPERT

BUSINESS 
OWNERCDO

I steer 
development 
and implement 
business 
benefits

I lead digital 
frontline 
development 
initiatives

I build data leadership 
with data analytics, 
management and smart 
flow of data

I lead business 
capability 
development

I manage business 
technology E2E for 
a business or for a 
function.

I lead enterprise 
architecture 
planning

I plan and 
design business 
requirements

I lead innovation 
process

I lead service 
management 
and service 
portfolio.

SERVICE 
EXCELLENCE

OPS LEAD / 
EXPERT

TECH / 
SERVICE
AGENT

KEY
USER

SERVICE 
MANAGER

SERVICE
INTEGRATION

LEAD /
EXPERT

BTOO

I manage and 
improve service 
processes and 
quality and expert 
in managing cross 
service processes I’m advanced user and help others 

to use solutions smartly. I initiate 
DEV and change requests.

I manage delivery 
operations for applications, 
infra and end-user services 
and make continual service 
improvements.

I serve end-users in 
service desk or as a 
technical service expert.

I ensure business continuity and 
delivery performance of services.

I have E2E 
service 
responsibility.

SMART
GOVERNANCE

BIO /
SERVICE 
OWNER

BTMO GOV LEAD

BTGO

SERVICE 
MANAGER

CIO

SOURCING 
LEAD CISO

I have E2E service 
responsibility.

I have E2E 
business 
technology 
responsibility.

I source 
services 
and manage 
frame 
agreements.

I lead 
governance 
team.

I lead 
business 

technology 
organisation

I lead a 
governance 
topic.

I manage 
information 
security.

for business

for function

BUSINESS 
CAPABILITY 

OWNER

BIO /
SERVICE 
OWNER

Capability owner looks 
at the business 
processes to be 

developed

Map the business 
process to be 

developed to value 
stream 

ENTERPRISE 
ARCHITECT

Look into enterprise 
architecture for 

suitability.

BUSINESS 
OWNER

Determine who 
the business 

owner is

PROJECT 
MANAGER

Create a project
and assign a 

project manager

Form a development 
team and start the 

work

SERVICE 
EXCELLENCE

Handover to services
when ready, they take 

care of taking the ready 
product/service into 

use.

SMART
GOVERNANCE

BIO / 
SERVICE 
OWNER

BUSINESS 
EXCELLENCE

BUSINESS 
AND PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCT 
AND SERVICE

DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE 
EXCELLENCE

BTPOBTMO

ENTERPRISE 
ARCHITECT

BUSINESS 
CAPABILITY 

OWNER
OPS LEAD / 

EXPERT

TECH / 
SERVICE
AGENT

GOV LEAD

BTGO

KEY
USER

SERVICE 
MANAGER

CIO

PRODUCT 
OWNER / 

BUSINESS 
ANALYST

INNOVATION 
LEAD

SOURCING 
LEAD

PROJECT 
MANAGER

CISO

BTSO

BTDO /
DATA LEAD

/ EXPERT

BUSINESS 
OWNER

SCRUM 
MASTER /
DEV LEAD

SOLUTION 
LEAD / 

EXPERT

SERVICE
INTEGRATION

LEAD /
EXPERT

SOLUTION 
ARCHITECT

CDO

BTOO

BUSINESS 
AND PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT

ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT

BTPO

ENTERPRISE 
ARCHITECT

SERVICE 
MANAGER

PRODUCT 
OWNER /

BUSINESS 
ANALYST

PROJECT 
MANAGER BTSO

BUSINESS 
OWNER

SCRUM 
MASTER / 
DEV LEAD

SOLUTION 
LEAD / 

EXPERT

SOLUTION 
ARCHITECT

BUSINESS 
AND PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT

I lead enterprise 
development 
planning

I plan and 
design 
business 
requirements

I manage projects 
and programs.

I lead custom 
development 
or I’m expert in 
writing code, 
designing UX 
or testing.

I’m plan solution 
configuration and 
consult the best 
business fit.

I have deep 
knowledge of 
applications or 
platform in use. 

I steer 
development 
and implement 
business 
benefits

I design, build 
and manage 
the service 
capability.

I manage development 
capability and portfolio.

I manage 
solution 
landscape

PRODUCT 
AND SERVICE

DEVELOPMENT
OPS

LEAD / 
EXPERT

PRODUCT 
OWNER / 

BUSINESS 
ANALYST

BUSINESS 
OWNER

SCRUM 
MASTER / 
DEV LEAD

SOLUTION 
LEAD / 

EXPERT

RELEASE 
MANAGER

SOLUTION 
ARCHITECT

I’m agile development 
master and lead dev for one 
or more products.

I’m dev expert writing code, 
designing UX, running testing 
or in some other expert role.

I know how to 
make best use 
of standard 
solution 
elements

I have deep 
knowledge of 
applications or 
platform in use. 

I automate and 
manage service 
releases.

I run operations 
for a product or 
a solution.

I’m expert in 
business needs.

I steer 
development 
and implement 
business 
benefits

BUSINESS AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 
IDENTITY

BUILDING THE BUSINESS CAPABILITIES

Copyright (C) Business Technology Forum

KEY COMPETENCIES

• Project management
• Program management
• Ecosystem management
• Managing people side of change
• Expectations management

PASSION
• Manage forward-looking business transformation programs
• Gain the competitive advantage by smartly combining the new with 

the existent

KEY EFFECT
• Capability to manage the complexity and dependencies
• Throughput maximisation and risk minimisation

KEY MEASURES
• Delivery accuracy (costs, schedule and scope)
• Time-to-market

PRODUCT AND SERVICE DEVELOPMENT 
IDENTITY

BEING DIGITALLY SAVVY

Copyright (C) Business Technology Forum

KEY COMPETENCIES
• Agile development practices (Scrum. SAFe, 

DevOps)
• Concept planning
• Backlog management
• Design thinking
• Service design

PASSION
• Enable digital transformation
• Carry out numerous fast-paced development projects

KEY EFFECT
• Factory-type development capability
• New business opportunities

KEY MEASURES
• Speed of delivery
• The number of developed products

SERVICE EXCELLENCE IDENTITY

ENSURING THE BUSINESS CONTINUITY

10.11.2021 Confidential non-public prerelease
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KEY COMPETENCIES
• Broad technical understanding
• Problem solving skills
• Customer experience design
• Ecosystem management
• Service mindset

PASSION
• Manage the complexity of cutting-edge technology
• Solve business continuity challenges

KEY EFFECT
• Orchestrating the ecosystem in order to keep the promise
• End-to-end responsibility and reliability of services

KEY MEASURES
• Number of major incidents (business downtime costs)
• Satisfaction of service consumers

Available according to the open framework license agreement

SERVICE MANAGER

“I DESIGN, BUILD AND MANAGE THE SERVICE”

74

RESPONSIBILITY IN A CAPABILITY
• #4.3 Supplier Relationship and Performance 

Management
• #5.2 Prioritisation, Commitment and Backlog
• #6.5 Continual Improvement and Retirement

CONTRIBUTE TO A CAPABILITY
• #2.3 Service Planning
• #4.2 Sourcing, Purchasing and Contracts
• #4.4 Financial Planning and Control
• #6.1 Service Integration and Quality 

Assurance

• The Service Manager has end-to-end service accountability focused on business fit, service 
consumer satisfaction, cost efficiency and business continuity.

• The key deliverable is end-to-end visibility for development initiatives, costs, operational 
performance and development of a service.

• The Service Manager assesses feasibility, prioritises development initiatives and orchestrates 
the development.

• The Service Manager defines business and user-centric KPIs for service operations and 
orchestrates continual development.

• The Service Manager manages service vendors, contracts, and costs and has a crucial role in 
service sourcing.
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Change Control 
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Innovation
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Marketing
MKTG

• Implementers types are typically managers, leads or experts
• They know the process, methods, and tools
• They execute tasks from the owners and support in creating value

IMPLEMENTERS

• The orchestrators are responsible for 
organising the development of a top-down 
discipline or practice on the enterprise level. 
They are, e.g. chief/officer type of roles.

OWNER

• Defines the business need
• Has end-to-end 

responsibility for a 
business, product, process, 
function, or service

• Ensures business benefits 
realisation

ORCHESTRATOR

The roles in Business Technology Standard fall into three categories: owners who ensure the business value, 
implementers who deliver the outcome for business value, and orchestrators who create the capability to pro-
vide value.

Leads, managers and experts as implementers have more specific responsibility areas and 
are the key people to deliver the business value and execute the operating model and dis-
ciplines in practice.


